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Abstract Research interest in the professional knowledge

of mathematics teachers has grown considerably in recent

years. In the COACTIV project, tests of secondary math-

ematics teachers’ pedagogical content knowledge (PCK)

and content knowledge (CK) were developed and imple-

mented in a sample of teachers whose classes participated

in the PISA 2003/04 longitudinal assessment in Germany.

The present article investigates the validity of the COAC-

TIV constructs of PCK and CK. To this end, the COACTIV

tests of PCK and CK were administered to various ‘‘con-

trast populations,’’ namely, candidate mathematics

teachers, mathematics students, teachers of biology and

chemistry, and advanced school students. The hypotheses

for each population’s performance in the PCK and CK tests

were formulated and empirically tested. In addition, the

article compares the COACTIV approach with related

conceptualizations and findings of two other research

groups.
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1 Introduction

There is broad consensus that teachers’ domain-specific

knowledge is an essential ingredient of high-quality

instruction, particularly in the mathematics classroom (e.g.,

Ball, Lubienski, and Mewborn, 2001). However, most

research on the link between teacher knowledge and

instructional outcomes has been either theoretical (e.g.,

Shulman, 1986, 1987) or based on rather distal indicators

of teacher knowledge, such as university grades, number of

subject matter courses taken at university, or questionnaire

data on beliefs or subjective theories (cf. Hill, Rowan, and

Ball, 2005; Pajares, 1992). As a consequence, many

questions on mathematics teachers’ knowledge, its content,

structure, and how it influences teaching and learning,

remain open.

Although numerous calls have been made in the litera-

ture for valid and reliable assessments of teacher

knowledge (e.g., Barnes, 1985; Lanahan, Scotchmer, &

McLaughlin, 2004), it was only at the beginning of the

twenty-first century that direct tests of mathematics

teachers’ knowledge were constructed independently by

several research groups. In this paper, we report on the

professional knowledge tests for secondary mathematics

teachers that have been developed in the framework of the

COACTIV study. Beside COACTIV, tests on the profes-

sional knowledge of mathematics teachers have been

developed by Deborah Ball and colleagues in Michigan

(targeting elementary teachers in the United States; for

results, see, e.g., Hill, Schilling, & Ball, 2004), by the

Educational Testing Service (the Praxis series testing

candidate mathematics teachers in the United States; see

Educational Testing Service, 2006), and within the MT21

project (investigating candidate mathematics teachers

and trainee teachers in Germany; see Blömeke, Kaiser, &
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Lehmann, 2008). All of these approaches can essentially be

embedded within Shulman’s (1986, 1987) taxonomy of

teacher knowledge. Shulman distinguishes theoretically

between pedagogical content knowledge (PCK), which is

the knowledge of ‘‘how to make the subject comprehen-

sible to others,’’ and content knowledge (CK), which is the

‘‘deep understanding of the domain itself.’’ He further

identifies pedagogical knowledge (PK), which is subject-

independent knowledge of how to optimize learning situ-

ations in the classroom in general.1 This last component of

teacher knowledge is not addressed in this article.

Construct validity (i.e., the extent to which an opera-

tionalization measures the concept it purports to measure)

is a crucial issue in psychometric research (Messick,

1988). Other criteria indicating psychometric test quality

(i.e., reliability or objectivity) cannot inform on the

meaning of the constructs measured; in the worst case

scenario, interpretations of and conclusions drawn from

test results may therefore be invalid. Evidence is thus

needed to confirm that the tests of PCK and CK applied

indeed measure ‘‘pedagogical content knowledge’’ and

‘‘content knowledge’’ (and not, for example, pedagogical

knowledge or general intelligence). Establishing validity

means ‘‘collecting evidence’’ (for a critical discussion of

the concept, see, e.g., Borsboom, Mellenbergh, & van

Heerden, 2004); it differs in this respect from reliability,

which can often be calculated and expressed simply by

Cronbach’s a coefficient (e.g., Nunally & Bernstein,

1994). There are several approaches to validity. For

example, the idea of ‘‘face validity’’ in the present context

means that the teachers tested should feel that the test

items indeed draw on relevant professional knowledge

that can be classified as pedagogical content knowledge

and content knowledge (subjective validity criterion).

Findings showing that the empirical data obtained for

PCK and CK are within expectations also testify to the

validity of the constructs. For instance, PCK would be

expected to predict lesson quality and student learning

(i.e., validity in terms of empirical relationships with

external criteria).

For the Michigan group, the validity concept is of such

importance that a whole issue of Measurement (Vol. 5, No.

2–3, 2007) was devoted to examining the validity of the

Michigan tests on the professional knowledge of elemen-

tary teachers in mathematics (with prominent discussants

such as Alan Schoenfeld). Schilling and Hill (2007) sug-

gested an argument-based approach to validity, meaning

that the stated assumptions, on the one hand, and their

evaluation in the light of the empirical evidence, on the

other, should be strictly separated. The authors note that

‘‘despite its importance, test validation is almost univer-

sally viewed as the most unsatisfactory aspect of test

development,’’ especially because there is a consistent

disjunction between theoretical validity conceptualization

and validation practice (see also Messick, 1988).

This article investigates the validity of the COACTIV

tests of PCK and CK in three steps. In the first section, after

briefly introducing the COACTIV project (for an overview,

see Kunter et al., 2007), we review empirical findings for

both tests (for details, see Brunner et al., 2006a; Krauss

et al., 2008a; Krauss et al., 2008b) and discuss the extent to

which these results support the validity of our measures of

PCK and CK. The validity evidence presented in this first

section is primarily in the form of ‘‘relationships with

external criteria.’’ All analyses presented in this section are

based on data obtained within the COACTIV study.

In the second section, the main part of the article, we

address the issue of construct validity by investigating

samples drawn beyond the COACTIV study. ‘‘Contrast

populations’’ of non-mathematics teachers (candidate

mathematics teachers, mathematics students, teachers of

biology and chemistry, and advanced school students) were

administered the COACTIV tests in an additional study.

The basic idea was that if the tests indeed measure what

they are supposed to (namely, mathematical PCK and CK),

these contrast populations can be expected to show specific

patterns of results. Science teachers should score rather

low on both tests (especially CK); mathematics students

should score high on CK but substantially lower on

PCK; candidate mathematics teachers should score higher

than the advanced school students but lower than the

COACTIV mathematics teachers on both knowledge tests,

and so on.

Finally, we compare and contrast the results of this

construct validation study with corresponding findings

from other research groups. For example, the Michigan

group (within the framework of its argument-based

approach to validity) has administered its instruments to

non-mathematicians and non-teachers; the MT21 project

group has investigated the PCK and CK of candidate and

trainee teachers.

2 The COACTIV tests of PCK and CK

2.1 The COACTIV study

The COACTIV project on Professional Competence of

Teachers, Cognitively Activating Instruction, and the

Development of Students’ Mathematical Literacy aimed at

conceptualizing and assessing a broad spectrum of teacher

1 CK, PCK, and PK are today considered the core categories of

teacher knowledge (Baumert & Kunter, 2006; Lipowsky, 2006); for

additional categories see, e.g., Shulman (1987) or Brunner et al.,

(2006a).
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competencies, personality variables, and work-related

variables in the context of secondary mathematics

instruction. The project was funded by the German

research foundation (DFG) from 2002 to 20062 (directors:

Jürgen Baumert, Berlin; Werner Blum, Kassel; Michael

Neubrand, Oldenburg) and surveyed the mathematics

teachers whose classes participated in the PISA 2003/2004

longitudinal assessment in Germany (see Prenzel et al.,

2004, for details of PISA 2003 and its German extension,

and Prenzel et al., 2006, for details of the longitudinal

German component).

The close relationship between COACTIV and PISA

allows, for the first time in Germany, a combined analysis

of large-scale data on teachers, their lessons, and their

students within a common technical and conceptual

framework (Fig. 1). Whereas the achievements of students

and personality variables were assessed in PISA (right

column), their teachers were surveyed in COACTIV (left

column). Parallel questionnaires on lessons (middle col-

umn) were administered to both the students (in PISA) and

the teachers (in COACTIV) (‘‘multi-perspectivity’’). Note

that Fig. 1 depicts only a fraction of the constructs

assessed.

On average, the COACTIV 2003/04 teacher assessment

took a total of about 12 h, distributed over the course of a

school year. Besides knowledge tests, a broad battery of

newly developed (or adapted) instruments tapped teachers’

biographical variables, motivational orientations, profes-

sional beliefs, and self-regulation (for an overview of the

COACTIV instruments, see, e.g., Krauss et al., 2004;

Kunter et al., 2007). The students (PISA classes) were

administered tests and questionnaires on two school

mornings (approx 4 h each). The structure of the data

allows us to use structural equation modeling to test vari-

ous causal hypotheses, based on the assumption that the

teacher influences the lessons, which in turn influence

student learning (as indicated by the arrows in Fig. 1). For

a general overview of the COACTIV findings, see Kunter

et al., (2007) or Brunner et al., (2006b). Detailed results on

lessons in the PISA classes from the student and the teacher

perspective (Fig. 1, middle column) are reported in

Baumert et al., (2004) and Kunter et al., (2005, 2006).

Further results from the COACTIV study are reported in

Klusmann et al., (2008, on stress and burn out), Kunter

et al., (2008, on teacher enthusiasm), Dubberke et al.,

(2008, on beliefs), Jordan et al., (2008, on the mathematical

tasks used in lessons), and Krauss and Brunner (2008, on

the competence to react quickly to student answers). In the

following, we introduce the core instruments of COAC-

TIV, namely, the tests of secondary mathematics teachers’

PCK and CK. Further details of these tests are given in

Krauss et al., (2008b).

2.2 PCK and CK: conceptualization and test

construction

2.2.1 Pedagogical content knowledge (PCK)

Shulman (1986) characterizes pedagogical content knowl-

edge as the knowledge needed ‘‘to make content

comprehensible to others’’ (p. 9). Taking this as the

underlying definition of PCK, we identified three subdi-

mensions that are specifically important to mathematics

teaching and used these subdimensions to guide test con-

struction (for details of the theoretical background and the

test construction procedure, see Krauss et al., 2008b).

(1) Tasks play a central role in teaching mathematics;

much of the time allocated to mathematics lessons is

devoted to tasks and their solution. When appropri-

ately selected and implemented, mathematical tasks

Professional Knowledge: 
- Content Knowledge (CK) 
- Ped. Cont. Knowl. (PCK) 
  (both assessed 2004) 

- biography  
- beliefs 
- motivation, etc. 

Mathematics Teachers

Lesson attributes: 

-  classroom  
 management 

- cognitive activation 

-  individual learning 
support, etc. 

Lessons

Competencies, e.g., 
math achievement, 
science and reading 
achievement, etc. 

- biography 
- interests 
- motivation 
- self-concept, etc.

Students

COACTIV 2003/04  
(Teacher questionnaires  

and tests) 

COACTIV 2003/04
(Teacher questionnaire) 

PISA 2003/04 
(Student questionnaire) 

PISA 2003/04  
(Student question-
naires and tests) 

Fig. 1 Conceptual connection

of the COACTIV 2003/04 study

and the PISA 2003/04 study

with example constructs

2 The present empirical validation of the COACTIV constructs of

PCK and CK by reference to ‘‘contrast populations’’ is part of a DFG-

funded project (2007–2009) conducted by the first author.
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lay the foundations for students’ construction of

knowledge and represent powerful learning opportu-

nities (e.g., Jordan et al., 2008). Because this potential

can be exploited by having students consider multiple

solutions to specific problems (e.g., Silver, Ghousse-

ini, Gosen, Charalambous, & Font Strawhun, 2005),

we assessed teachers’ knowledge of tasks by testing

their ability to produce multiple solutions. To this

end, four items in our PCK test required teachers to

list as many different ways as possible for solving a

given task.

(2) Teachers need to work with students’ existing con-

ceptions and prior knowledge. Because mistakes can

provide valuable insights into the implicit knowledge

of the problem solver (Matz, 1982), it is important for

teachers to be aware of typical student misconcep-

tions and difficulties. In our PCK test, this aspect was

assessed by presenting teachers with seven scenarios

and asking them to detect, analyze (e.g., give

cognitive reasons for a given problem), or predict a

typical student error or comprehension difficulty.

(3) Students’ construction of knowledge is often only

successful with instructional support and guidance;

for example, in the form of explanations or repre-

sentations. In our PCK test, knowledge of subject-

specific instructional strategies was assessed by 11

items that required teachers to explain mathematical

situations or to provide useful representations,

analogies, illustrations, or examples to make mathe-

matical content accessible to students (see Kirsch,

2000).

Thus, our PCK test contained three subscales: knowl-

edge of mathematical tasks (Tasks: 4 items), knowledge of

student misconceptions and difficulties (Students: 7 items),

and knowledge of mathematics-specific instructional

strategies (Instruction: 11 items). One sample item from

each PCK subscale is provided in the Appendix (for more

examples of items, see Krauss et al., 2008b).

2.2.2 Content knowledge (CK)

Content knowledge describes a teacher’s understanding of

the structures of his or her subject. According to Shulman

(1986), ‘‘the teacher need not only understand that some-

thing is so, the teacher must further understand why it is

so’’ (p. 9). Clearly, teachers’ knowledge of the mathe-

matical content covered in the school curriculum should be

much deeper than that of their students. We conceptualized

CK as a deep understanding of the contents of the sec-

ondary school mathematics curriculum. It resembles the

idea of ‘‘elementary mathematics from a higher viewpoint’’

(in the sense of Klein, 1933). Thirteen items were

constructed to tap teachers’ CK in relevant content areas

(e.g., arithmetic, algebra, and geometry; see the Appendix

for a sample item). No subfacets of CK were assumed (see

Krauss et al., 2008a).

Note that this conceptualization clearly distinguishes

CK from other possible notions of ‘‘content knowledge’’:

(1) the everyday mathematical knowledge that all adults

should have, (2) the school-level mathematical knowledge

that good school students have, and (3) the university-level

mathematical knowledge that does not overlap with the

content of the school curriculum (e.g., Galois theory or

functional analysis). CK as conceptualized in COACTIV

lies between (2) and (3). Because it refers to school

mathematics, very good school students might also be

expected to solve at least some items.

2.2.3 Other research groups’ conceptualizations

of PCK and CK

Is the COACTIV conceptualization of PCK and CK

coherent and conclusive or might it feasibly be replaced by

an entirely different approach? In this section, we compare

the COACTIV approach, especially our PCK conceptuali-

zation, with the theoretical approaches of other research

groups that have recently developed similar assessment

instruments. Direct tests of the professional knowledge of

mathematics teachers have been developed by the Michi-

gan group (aimed at elementary mathematics teachers) and

by the MT21 project group (aimed at teacher students and

trainee teachers in middle schools). Because the COAC-

TIV, MT21, and Michigan groups worked independently of

each other, substantial overlap between the groups’

approaches would testify to their mutual validity at the

theoretical level. If a substantial match is found on the

conceptual level, the respective empirical results can then

be compared (see Sect. 3.5).3

2.2.3.1 The Michigan group Deborah Ball and col-

leagues began to discuss ideas on assessing the professional

knowledge needed by U.S. elementary teachers in mathe-

matics back in the 1990s within the framework of the

Teacher Education and Learning to Teach (TELT) study

(e.g., Kennedy, Ball, & McDiarmid, 1993). These efforts

are reflected in various theoretical articles focusing on

teachers’ knowledge (e.g., Ball et al., 2001). Note that the

Michigan group uses a somewhat different terminology

(basically, the two knowledge categories CK and PCK are

subsumed under mathematical content knowledge needed

3 The Praxis series (Educational Testing Service, 2006) is not

included here because these tests are not used for research purposes

(e.g., to inform on populations) but are applied on the individual level

(e.g., to certify trainee teachers).
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for teaching (MKT), which is distinguished from subject

matter knowledge or ‘‘pure’’ content knowledge; see also

Leinhardt & Greeno, 1986; Sherin, 1996). The following

quotation, however, illustrates the conceptual similarities

with COACTIV’s PCK concept. In elaborating on MKT,

Schilling and Hill (2007) specify that ‘‘[t]eachers not only

need to perform basic computation for themselves, but also

need to provide students with explanations for why par-

ticular procedures work, to diagnose student errors on those

procedures, and to understand non-standard yet correct

procedures’’ (p. 76). Thus, the members of the Michigan

group evidently assume teachers to require not only content

knowledge, but also knowledge of explanations and

knowledge of student errors.

The Michigan group used a matrix of three content

areas by three knowledge dimensions as a theoretical

framework for developing test items (Hill et al., 2004;

Ball, Hill, & Bass, 2005): The three content areas iden-

tified were (a) numbers/operations, (b) patterns/functions,

and (c) algebra. The three knowledge dimensions were

(a) common knowledge of content (CKC), which is the

mathematical everyday knowledge that all educated adults

should have, (b) specialized knowledge of content (SKC),

which is thought to be teacher specific and acquired only

through professional training and classroom experience,

and (c) knowledge of students and content, a dimension

that links mathematical content and student thinking, thus

covering knowledge on typical errors or student strategies.

This latter dimension thus comes close to COACTIV’s

PCK.

However, an exploratory factor analysis with a large

sample of teachers could not replicate this complex theo-

retical structure. Instead, it revealed a three-factor solution

comprising two content factors (Hill et al., 2004; Schilling

& Hill, 2007)—one covering knowledge of patterns,

functions, and algebra and another covering knowledge of

number concepts and operations—and the PCK factor

knowledge of students and content. It is interesting that two

categories of elementary teachers’ content knowledge were

distinguished; the same has not been found for secondary

teachers (Krauss et al., 2008a; but see Blömeke, Seeber

et al., 2008). In a further analysis, Hill et al., (2004)

addressed the separation of common content knowledge

(CKC) and specialized content knowledge (SKC) by test-

ing a model where, in addition to the three factors

explicated, each item was allowed to load on a general

factor that was interpreted as the CKC that every adult

should have. In this way, they were able to separate CKC

from the SKC needed for elementary teaching (which was

represented by the three factors identified in the explor-

atory factor analysis), although the separation was not very

distinct. The authors tentatively concluded that their anal-

yses showed evidence of multidimensionality (as opposed

to a single general factor, such as mathematical ability or

pure teaching ability), but that a general factor (i.e., com-

mon content knowledge) nevertheless operates (for similar

analyses on elementary teachers’ knowledge of reading,

see Phelps & Schilling, 2004). Based on these analyses, the

authors developed an IRT-scaled test to assess elementary

school teachers’ mathematical knowledge for teaching

(MKT) that included both common knowledge items and

specialized knowledge items. Recently, Hill (2007) has

developed an analogous test of middle school mathematics

teachers’ MKT, with some overlap between the items of

the two tests.

In COACTIV, we were also able to distinguish PCK and

CK; at the same time, we found evidence that these con-

structs are closely connected (see Sect. 2.4.2). We return to

the Michigan group’s tests in Sect. 3.5.

2.2.3.2 The MT21 study The International Association

for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement (IEA) is

currently conducting an international comparison of the

efficiency of teacher education: Learning to Teach Math-

ematics—Teacher Education and Development Study

(TEDS-M). To pilot the study instruments, a pre-study

entitled MT21 (Mathematics Teaching in the 21st Cen-

tury) was run in eight countries (including the United

States and Germany) from 2003 to 2006. MT21 and TEDS-

M focus on prospective secondary mathematics teachers.

Because MT21 was run in Germany (Blömeke, Kaiser, &

Lehmann, 2008) its results are especially suitable for a

comparison with COACTIV.

MT21 made a clear theoretical distinction between PCK

and CK. The pre-study items of both the PCK and the CK

test can be split into subdimensions in two different ways.

First, five content areas can be identified, namely, arith-

metic, algebra, functions, geometry, and stochastics.

Second, the items can be categorized according to the

mathematical activities involved, namely, ‘‘algorithmatiz-

ing,’’ ‘‘problem solving,’’ and ‘‘modeling.’’ Neither the

COACTIV group nor the Michigan group was able to

verify this variety of dimensions by factor analytic

methods.

It is interesting to note that, as in the items developed by

the COACTIV and the Michigan groups, several of the

PCK items implemented in MT21 are formulated as

‘‘scenarios’’: participants are presented with a typical

teaching situation and asked to suggest a ‘‘didactical

solution.’’ More importantly, inspection of the descriptions

of the items administered in the MT21 study clearly reveals

that ‘‘illustrating’’ (‘‘Veranschaulichung’’) and ‘‘students’

misconceptions’’ (‘‘Fehlvorstellungen’’) (see Blömeke,

Seeber et al., 2008, p. 58f) also play a major role in the

theoretical conceptualization of the MT21 approach to

PCK.
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The approach taken to CK in the MT21 study is also

similar to that taken in COACTIV, with distinctions being

drawn between school-level mathematical knowledge,

school mathematics from a higher viewpoint, and univer-

sity-level mathematical knowledge (Blömeke, Lehmann

et al., 2008, p. 106). However, in the main study (TEDS-

M) the trend seems to be to test the mathematical contents

that are typically taught in school, but not a deep back-

ground understanding of these contents (Tatto et al., 2008).

The TEDS-M items distinguish three levels of curricular

content knowledge: ‘‘novice’’ (mathematics content that is

typically taught in the grades the future teacher will teach),

‘‘intermediate’’ (content that is typically taught one or two

grades beyond the highest grade the future teacher will

teach), and ‘‘advanced’’ (content that is typically taught

three or more years beyond the highest grade the future

teacher will teach). Therefore, it should be noted that

although the CK tested in TEDS-M will not exceed the

level of advanced school knowledge (Schmidt et al., 2007),

the MT21 pilot study and COACTIV rely on very similar

conceptualizations of CK. We return to the MT21 tests in

Sect. 3.5.

2.2.3.3 Summary: the three research groups’ conceptual-

izations of PCK and CK There is substantial and non-

trivial conceptual overlap between the three groups’

approaches (COACTIV, MT21, Michigan), especially with

respect to PCK: In accordance with Shulman’s (1986)

theoretical characterization, all three groups seem to accept

knowledge of explanations and of students’ thinking as the

core of mathematics teachers’ pedagogical content

knowledge.

Concerning CK, it is difficult to compare the Michigan

group’s approach to that of either COACTIV or MT21,

because Ball and colleagues are specifically interested in

elementary teachers. In particular, their distinction between

common content knowledge (CKC) and specialized con-

tent knowledge (SKC) is conceptually less useful for the

other groups; non-teachers will not be able to solve the

items of either the COACTIV CK test (see also Sect. 3) or

the MT21 test.4

One important formal difference between the approa-

ches must be noted: whereas most of the MT21 and

Michigan group items have a multiple choice format (a

point critically discussed within both projects, see Blö-

meke, Kaiser & Lehmann, 2008; Schilling & Hill, 2007),

all PCK and CK items in the COACTIV study have an

open-ended format, thus avoiding the problems typically

associated with multiple choice items (e.g., guessing;

Millman, Bishop, & Ebel, 1965).

2.3 Test implementation in COACTIV: sample and

procedure

The teachers participating in COACTIV 2004 taught

mathematics in the 10th grade classes sampled within the

framework of PISA 2003/2004 in Germany. Our teacher

sample can thus be considered fairly representative of

German 10th grade mathematics teachers. The COACTIV

instruments were administered at two measurement points

corresponding to the dates of the German PISA assess-

ments in April 2003 (9th grade) and April 2004 (same

classes; 10th grade). A total of 218 secondary mathe-

matics teachers participated at the second COACTIV

measurement point (2004), when the tests of PCK and

CK were implemented; 198 teachers completed both

tests.

For several of the subsequent analyses, these 198

teachers were split into two groups. The rationale for this

distinction lies in the structure of the German secondary

school system. Students in Germany are tracked to dif-

ferent secondary school types at the age of 10 to 11 years

(end of 4th grade), based largely on their educational

attainment to date. The 16 federal states implement

between two and four secondary tracks, the most aca-

demic being the Gymnasium. The major difference

between the tracks is that Gymnasium students are college

bound, whereas the other tracks are more vocationally

oriented.5 Teacher candidates in Germany must have

graduated from Gymnasium, regardless of the school type

in which they aspire to teach. However, teacher candi-

dates training for the academic track complete a 4- to

5-year phase of university-based training (first phase of

teacher education) plus a 2-year compulsory teaching

placement in a school (second phase of teacher educa-

tion), whereas those training for the non-academic tracks

study for 3 to 4 years at teacher college or university,

followed by a 2-year compulsory teaching placement. The

practice-oriented compulsory teaching placement, during

which teacher candidates are responsible for their own

classes for the first time, is comparable between tracks,

but the university phase differs substantially: Teacher

candidates aspiring to teach mathematics in the academic

track study the subject at a much deeper and more the-

oretical level, to some extent comparable to students4 Nonetheless, Hill (2007) preserved the distinction between CKC

and SKC in her recently developed test of middle school teachers in

the United States. Note, however, that U.S. middle schools generally

end at grade 8, whereas students in Germany may graduate from

secondary school after completing as few as 9 or as many as 13 grades

(for details see Sect 1.3).

5 Depending on the federal state, the academic track Gymnasium
ends at grade 12 or 13; the vocationally oriented tracks end at grade 9

or 10.
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majoring in mathematics; those training for the other

secondary tracks receive more varied general and prac-

tical pedagogical training. The teachers of the COACTIV

sample were therefore divided into two subgroups—

teachers in the academic track ‘‘GY’’ versus teachers in

the non-academic tracks ‘‘NGY’’6—for some of the sta-

tistical analyses (see Krauss et al., 2008b, for information

on the distribution of the COACTIV NGY subsample

across the non-academic tracks).

Of the 198 teachers, 85 (55% male) taught in the aca-

demic track (GY) and 113 (43% male) in other secondary

school types (NGY). The average age of participating

teachers was 47.2 years (SD = 8.4). Teachers were paid 60

euro for participation. The assessment of PCK and CK was

conducted individually in a separate room at the teacher’s

school in the afternoon of the day their PISA students were

tested. It was administered as a power test with no time

constraints by a trained test administrator. The teachers

were not allowed to use a calculator. The average time

required to complete the 35 items was about 2 h (approx

65 min for the 22 PCK items and 55 min for the 13 CK

items). In terms of face validity, the teachers’ evaluation of

the relevance of the items was positive (e.g., one teacher

wrote: ‘‘I know I should know this’’).

All 35 items were open-ended. A scoring scheme was

developed and eight raters were given extensive training.

The responses to each test item were coded by two raters

independently. The inter-rater objectivity q (Shavelson &

Webb, 1991) was very satisfactory (on average across all

items, q was 0.81). Furthermore, both tests yielded satis-

factory reliabilities (Cronbach’s alpha was 0.78 for PCK

and 0.83 for CK). Thus, in terms of objectivity and reli-

ability, the test construction can be considered successful.

In the following, we review the main results and discuss

consequences for the validity of the underlying knowledge

constructs.

2.4 Results

2.4.1 Means and school type differences

The largest source of variance in teachers’ performance

was whether or not they taught in the academic track. As

shown in Table 1, there were very large differences in CK

(d = 1.73; see caption of Table 1) and large differences in

PCK (d = 0.80) with respect to school type, both indicat-

ing higher expertise among teachers in the academic track

(GY).

The large difference in CK reflects the intensive cov-

erage of mathematical subject knowledge in GY teachers’

university training. However, their advantage in PCK,

especially in the student and instruction subscales, is

remarkable, given that GY teachers usually receive less

training in the teaching of the subject (‘‘Fachdidaktik,’’ i.e.,

pedagogical content knowledge) and in pedagogy (or

educational psychology) at university. Yet this finding is in

line with the results of many qualitative studies (e.g.,

Baumert & Kunter, 2006) that point to a close relationship

between PCK and CK (see also Sect. 2.4.2). Finally, it

should be noted that Brunner et al., (2006a) showed that,

when CK is statistically controlled (i.e., when only teachers

with the same CK level are compared), the NGY teachers

slightly outperform the GY teachers in terms of PCK.

2.4.2 Relationship between PCK and CK

The relationship between the two knowledge categories

can be examined directly by calculating the manifest

bivariate correlation between PCK and CK, which in the

COACTIV data was 0.60. Note that this connection was

much stronger in the GY group; indeed, modeling PCK and

CK as latent constructs led to a latent correlation in the GY

group that was no longer statistically distinguishable from

1 (see Krauss et al., 2008a). Despite this high correlation,

however, the effect sizes between the two groups of

teachers with respect to the two knowledge categories

differed markedly (d = 1.79 for CK vs. ‘‘only’’ 0.80 for

PCK).

Table 1 CK and PCK: means M (standard deviations SD) and empirical maxima by teacher group

M (SD) M (SD) Effect size d Emp. max. Emp. max.

GY (N = 85) NGY (N = 113) (GY vs. NGY) GY NGY

CK (13 items) 8.5 (2.3) 4.0 (2.8) 1.73 13 12

PCK (22 items) 22.6 (5.9) 18.0 (5.6) 0.80 37 29

Instruction (11 items) 9.3 (3.4) 7.1 (3.2) 0.67 17 15

Students (7 items) 5.8 (2.3) 4.3 (1.9) 0.71 11 9

Tasks (4 items) 7.5 (1.8) 6.6 (2.0) 0.47 12 10

GY academic track teachers, NGY non-academic track teachers. According to Cohen (1992), d = 0.20 is a small effect, d = 0.50 a medium

effect, and d = 0.80 a large effect. All differences are significant at p \ 0.01

6 Because the word ‘‘Gymnasium’’ invites false associations, we

avoid it in the following, referring instead to the ‘‘academic track.’’ In

the abbreviation ‘‘GY’’ however, the original name is preserved.
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Why was this correlation less strong in the NGY group?

Closer inspection of the teacher data revealed that some

NGY teachers who performed very poorly on CK (e.g.,

scoring only 1–2 points) nevertheless showed above-aver-

age performance on PCK. In other words, although our

data support the claim that PCK profits from a solid base of

CK, CK is only one possible route to PCK. The greater

emphasis on didactics in the initial training provided for

NGY teacher candidates in Germany may be another route.

2.4.3 Knowledge and working experience

Interestingly, no positive correlations were found between

either of the knowledge categories and years of profes-

sional experience as a teacher (see Brunner et al., 2006b;

Krauss et al., 2008b). These findings indicate that teachers’

knowledge no longer seems to develop a great deal (at least

in terms of the COACTIV items) once they have completed

their training. This finding seems surprising; it contradicts

theories that attribute teachers’ expertise development

explicitly to their practical experience (Hashweh, 2005;

Hiebert, Gallimore, & Stigler, 2002). According to delib-

erate practice theory, however, expertise does not increase

simply by doing a job (Ericsson, Krampe, & Tesch-Römer,

1993). Rather, motivation and deliberate practice is

required to identify and overcome one’s weaknesses,

preferably with the support of ongoing expert feedback.

Because these conditions are normally not given in

everyday school life (in contrast to teacher training, see

below), our findings are in line with deliberate practice

theory, the predictions of which have already been verified

for various other domains (e.g., music, sports, medicine,

chess, etc.).

2.4.4 Knowledge and subjective beliefs

Kunter et al., (2007) and Dubberke et al., (2008) analyzed

the relations of PCK and CK with teachers’ subjective

beliefs on the nature of mathematics and on the learning of

mathematics. They found, for example, that teachers with

high PCK and CK scores tended to disagree with the view

that mathematics is ‘‘just’’ a toolbox of facts and rules that

‘‘simply’’ have to be recalled and applied. Rather, these

teachers tended to think of mathematics as a process per-

manently leading to new discoveries. At the same time, the

knowledgeable teachers rejected a receptive view of

learning (‘‘mathematics can best be learned by careful

listening’’), but tended to think that mathematics should be

learned by self-determined, independent activities that

foster real insight. These relationships between knowledge

and beliefs nicely fit into the desirable ‘‘profile’’ (Sternberg

and Horvarth, 1995) of an ‘‘expert teacher’’ (Palmer,

Stough, Burdenski, & Gonzales, 2005).

2.4.5 Knowledge and student learning progress

Because COACTIV was ‘‘docked’’ onto the PISA study, it

was possible to relate teachers’ PCK to their students’

mathematics achievement gains over the year under

investigation. Very briefly, when their mathematics

achievement in grade 9 was kept constant, students taught

by teachers with higher PCK scores performed significantly

better in mathematics in grade 10. By means of structural

equation modeling Baumert et al. (2006, 2008) could show

that PCK, mediated by aspects of the lesson, can explain

students’ achievement gains in a non-trivial way.

Because these relations were much weaker for CK, our

results demonstrate that PCK is indeed a necessary pre-

requisite for teachers being able to create powerful learning

environments that support their students’ learning. Because

student learning can be considered the ultimate aim of

teaching, this finding is a strong indicator of the (predic-

tive) validity of PCK as conceptualized and operationalized

in COACTIV.

3 Construct validation by reference to contrast

populations

In this section, we examine the validity of both knowledge

constructs by going beyond the COACTIV data and

administering our tests of PCK and CK to theoretically

specified contrast populations. The rationale behind this

approach was as follows: if the COACTIV tests indeed

measure secondary mathematics teachers’ pedagogical

content knowledge and content knowledge, it should be

possible to formulate hypotheses regarding the performance

of other populations on these tests. For example, teachers of

biology and chemistry can be expected to score rather low

on both tests (especially on the CK test), whereas subject

matter specialists can be expected to score relatively high on

CK, but much lower on PCK. At the same time, knowledge

of both areas can be expected to increase continuously

during teacher training. Therefore, mathematics teacher

candidates can be expected to score higher than (even

advanced) school students on both knowledge categories,

but lower than the in-service COACTIV teachers. In order to

provide a theoretical framework for our investigation of

contrast populations, we first introduce two complementary

hypotheses, namely the Professional Knowledge Hypothesis

and the Growing Knowledge Hypothesis.

3.1 Professional knowledge hypothesis

The highly specialized professional knowledge of teachers

is considered to be one of the main features distinguishing

them from laypeople (see the German debate on teacher
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professionalization, e.g., Bromme, 1992; for professions in

general, see Mieg, 2001). The easiest way of testing this

professional knowledge hypothesis would be to administer

the tests of PCK and CK to a random sample of adults.

Because most respondents in such a sample would proba-

bly not be able to solve a single item, however, we would

not learn much from this approach. Instead we chose a

more conservative approach and investigated ‘‘related

professionals.’’ Mathematics teachers are professionals on

at least two dimensions: they are both professional math-

ematicians and professional teachers. Our choice of

contrast populations for testing the professional knowledge

hypothesis was thus informed by varying these two

dimensions of professionalism independently (Table 2).

According to Ackerman’s (1996) theory of adult intel-

lectual development, two types of tests are needed to

provide a representation of an adult’s knowledge: ‘‘a deep

test of professional knowledge, and a broad array of more

shallow tests outside the profession’’ (p. 241). From this

viewpoint, the professional knowledge hypothesis aims at

analyzing which of the two knowledge categories is deeply

ingrained in the populations investigated.

In the following, we elaborate on the groups specified in

the cells of Table 2 and formulate hypotheses regarding

their performance on the COACTIV tests of PCK and CK.

3.1.1 Sample 1: COACTIV teachers

The COACTIV mathematics teachers are introduced in

Sect. 2.3. The performance of the COACTIV mathematics

teachers (as discussed in Sect. 2.4) can serve as a limit of

expectations for the other groups’ results.

3.1.2 Sample 2: biology/chemistry teachers (GY)

Physics teaching is clearly the profession most closely

related to mathematics teaching. However, it is hard to find

teachers of physics who are not at the same time teachers of

mathematics. Moreover, the professional knowledge of

physics teachers is so strongly rooted in mathematics that

they do not qualify as a contrast population. On the other

hand, teachers of languages (or music, arts, religion, etc.,)

would probably not be able to solve the mathematics items.

It therefore seemed reasonable to choose other science

teachers, namely, teachers of biology and chemistry, whose

university training covered some aspects of mathematics,

but who do not use mathematics in their everyday teaching

to the same extent as mathematics or physics teachers.

Again taking a conservative approach, we chose teachers in

the academic track who had studied and taught both biol-

ogy and chemistry. We hypothesized that these teachers

would score low on mathematical PCK and even lower on

mathematical CK.

3.1.3 Sample 3: students majoring in mathematics

The obvious idea for this cell of Table 2 (subject matter

specialists) would be to investigate professional mathema-

ticians. Because they work in various fields (e.g., industry,

research, insurance companies), however, the professional

development of their knowledge after university is highly

variable. We therefore chose to investigate students

majoring in mathematics toward the end of their university

career. Not only do these students constitute a more

homogeneous group, they are also easier to recruit and to

examine in groups. Furthermore, it is possible to analyze the

direct impact of their university training on their PCK and

CK (without the influence of their subsequent professional

experience, which may vary dramatically).

We hypothesized that the CK of mathematics students

would be comparable to that of the GY teachers, but that

their PCK scores would be considerably lower. Given the

particularly strong correlation between the two knowledge

categories found for teachers in the academic track (Sect.

2.4.2), however, the mathematics students might alterna-

tively be expected to score high on PCK as well.

3.1.4 Sample 4: GY school students in advanced grade 13

mathematics courses

The final cell in Table 2 could be filled with a random

sample of adults. To provide more informative results, we

chose 18–19-year-old students enrolled in advanced

mathematics courses in grade 13. This kind of pre-uni-

versity course only exists in the academic track, where

students can specialize in certain subjects in the upper

secondary years. Of all populations without university

training, this group has the highest mathematical expertise.

At the same time, the participants still are very close to the

field of interest (curriculum-oriented content knowledge

Table 2 Professional knowledge hypothesis: two dimensions of mathematics teachers’ professionalism and the corresponding contrast popu-

lations (samples 2–4)

Mathematician Non-mathematician

Teacher Sample 1: COACTIV teachers (in-service mathematics teachers) Sample 2: Biology/chemistry teachers (GY)

Non-teacher Sample 3: Students majoring in mathematics

(end of university education)

Sample 4: GY school students (in advanced grade

13 mathematics courses)
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and pedagogical content knowledge). Thus, we hypothe-

sized that they would be able to solve some of the items

from both the CK and the PCK tests.

3.2 Growing knowledge hypothesis

The growing knowledge hypothesis states that PCK and

CK (as opposed to personality traits, such as intelligence)

develop continuously during the process of teacher training

and professionalization (for the teaching profession in

particular, see, e.g., Berliner, 2001, or Sternberg & Horv-

ath, 1995; for general considerations, see Ericsson,

Krampe, & Tesch-Römer, 1993, or Mieg, 2001). Samples 4

and 1 mark the starting point and the end point of this

process of professionalization (Table 2). Because many

(but not all) mathematics teachers were previously enrolled

in advanced mathematics courses at upper secondary level,

sample 4 can be used to approximate the (maximum pos-

sible) starting level of PCK and CK before students enter

university. At the other end of the continuum, sample 1

(COACTIV teachers) informs on the PCK and CK of in-

service teachers. To complete the design, we examined a

connecting link between school students and COACTIV

teachers, namely, mathematics teacher candidates at the

end of their first phase of teacher education (see Table 3).

Because previous findings have shown that the PCK and

CK of the teachers do not improve with years of classroom

experience (see Sect. 2.4.3), in the framework of the

growing knowledge hypothesis we focus on the pre-service

training of mathematics teachers. Both the university

training phase and the subsequent 2-year teaching place-

ment at school satisfy the ‘‘deliberate practice’’ conditions

(Ericsson et al., 1993) for the development of expertise;

regular examinations motivate teacher candidates to

improve both their professional knowledge and their

teaching expertise as well as to overcome their weaknesses

and knowledge gaps, while supervisors and examiners

provide regular expert feedback. During both phases of

training, the candidates’ profession is learning (and not yet

teaching); teacher education can therefore be considered an

ideal platform for deliberate practice of both PCK and CK.

It must be acknowledged that cross-sectional data allow

only a ‘‘dirty’’ approximation of real growing processes (cf.

Keeves, 1992). At present, however, there is a dearth of

empirical research on candidates’ knowledge levels at the

different stages of teacher education (but see Blömeke,

Kaiser, & Lehmann, 2008). The initial findings on the

differences between the three samples will help us to

develop appropriate longitudinal designs for future

research. Where the middle column of Table 3 is con-

cerned, we have to date tested only mathematics teacher

candidates aspiring to teach in the academic track (the

other groups are currently under investigation). Therefore,

we limit our examination of the growing knowledge

hypothesis to the academic track, restricting the sample of

COACTIV teachers (right column of Table 3) to teachers

in the academic track (sample ‘‘1GY’’) in these analyses.

The samples of school students in advanced mathe-

matics courses and of COACTIV teachers were introduced

in Sect. 3.1. In the following, we describe the remaining

sample of mathematics teacher candidates.

3.2.1 Sample 5: mathematics teacher candidates

(academic track)

As described above, the subject matter university training

provided for students aspiring to teach in the academic

track in Germany is comparable to that provided for subject

matter students (sample 3: students majoring in mathe-

matics), at least in the first half of their studies.7 It is

important to note that teacher candidates also have to study

a second subject at the same time (mathematics teacher

candidates often choose physics). We chose teacher can-

didates approaching the end of their university education

(thus allowing direct comparison with sample 3). Based on

the growing knowledge hypothesis, we expected teacher

candidates to score lower than the COACTIV teachers in

the academic track (sample 1GY) on both knowledge cat-

egories, but considerably higher than the school students

(sample 4). We further explored whether teachers acquire

more of their PCK and CK in the first phase of teacher

education at university (in which case the difference

between sample 4 and sample 5 would be the larger one) or

in the second phase in schools (in which case the difference

between sample 5 and sample 1 would be the larger one).

Table 3 Growing knowledge hypothesis: three stages on the path to becoming a mathematics teacher and the corresponding samples

School students Mathematics teacher candidates Mathematics teachers

Sample 4 ? Sample 5 ? Sample 1GY

GY school students (in advanced grade

13 mathematics courses)

GY mathematics teacher candidates

(end of university education)

COACTIV GY teachers

7 The 16 German states vary somewhat with respect to this

comparability. In all states, however, students aspiring to teach at

the academic track have to study the subject matter in considerably

more depth than their peers aspiring to teach at the other secondary

school types (e.g., Realschule or Hauptschule).
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Furthermore, the teacher candidates were expected to

score slightly lower in CK than the students majoring in

mathematics, but to outperform them in PCK.

3.3 Samples and procedure

In the following, we briefly describe the samples drawn and

outline the procedure of test administration in each group

(for sample 1, the COACTIV teacher sample, see Sect.

2.3). It should be emphasized that all samples were

recruited by voluntary participation via announcements in

the participants’ institutions. Consequently, the samples

may not be fully representative, and the results must

therefore be interpreted as indicative findings that might

help to develop more specifically formulated hypotheses

rather than as conclusive findings.

3.3.1 Sample 2: biology/chemistry teachers (GY)

Biology and chemistry teachers were extremely hard to

convince as to the (scientific) benefits of their completing

a test of mathematical PCK and CK. They were therefore

offered 50 euro (approx. US$75) for participation (double

the compensation offered to the other participants). In

total, 16 biology and chemistry teachers from different

academic track Berlin schools (all of whom were trained

in and taught both biology and chemistry) were admin-

istered the COACTIV tests of PCK and CK; 12 (75%)

were female and their average age was 49.1 years (SD:

6.9).

3.3.2 Sample 3: students majoring in mathematics

A sample of 137 students majoring in mathematics were

recruited from three Berlin universities (Free University,

Humboldt University, and Technical University) and from

the universities of Potsdam, Dresden, Erlangen-Nurem-

berg, and Kassel. All students were tested in small groups

in their universities and paid 25 euro for participation.

Of the participating students, 87 (63.5%) were male

and the average age was 23.9 years (SD: 1.9). On aver-

age, they had been enrolled at university for 6.4 semesters

(SD: 1.9).

3.3.3 Sample 4: GY school students (in advanced grade 13

mathematics courses)

The PCK and CK instruments were administered to 30

students enrolled in advanced mathematics courses in three

academic track Berlin schools. They were tested in their

schools in groups of 6, 9, and 15 students and paid 25 euro

for participation. Of the students, 20 (67%) were male and

the average age was 18.6 years (SD: 0.7).

3.3.4 Sample 5: GY mathematics teacher candidates

A sample of 90 teacher candidates aspiring to teach

mathematics in the academic track were recruited from

three Berlin universities (Free University, Humboldt Uni-

versity, and Technical University), and from the

universities of Potsdam, Dresden, and Kassel. They were

tested in small groups in their universities and paid 25 euro

for participation. Of the teacher candidates, 37 (41%) were

male and the average age was 25.2 years (SD: 2.2). On

average, they had been enrolled at university for 7.7

semesters (SD: 2.4).

As for the COACTIV teachers (sample 1), the procedure

for test administration in samples 2 to 5 was as follows:

The tests were administered by a trained test administrator

in the participants’ institution. There were no time limits,

and the participants were not allowed to use a calculator. In

addition to the PCK and the CK tests, all participants were

administered a questionnaire assessing biographical back-

ground variables and their experience of teaching

mathematics (e.g., whether and how often they gave extra

lessons in mathematics, etc.). The questionnaire adminis-

tered to samples 2 to 5, however, was much shorter than

that administered to the COACTIV teachers.

3.4 Results

3.4.1 General overview

Before discussing the findings in detail, we first summarize

all results for samples 1–5 in Table 4 (for visualization, see

Fig. 2a, b).

First note that the results for the COACTIV teachers in

Table 4 are slightly different from those presented in

Table 1, the reason being that in the COACTIV study two

items in the PCK instruction subscale were assessed using

computer-based measures (geometrical animations were

displayed). These items were not administered to the

other samples for logistical reasons; the COACTIV

teachers’ scores on these items were therefore excluded

from the results displayed in Table 4 (this does not,

however, substantively influence any of our findings

reported above). Across all samples (N = 471), Cron-

bach’s a was 0.80 for PCK (20 items) and 0.85 for CK

(13 items). It should be noted that the results for samples

2 and 4, in view of their small sample sizes, must be

treated with caution. Figure 2a displays the PCK scores

and Fig. 2b the CK scores of all samples (rank-ordered

according to the PCK score). The error bars represent

95% confidence intervals (according to Cumming and

Finch, 2005, two samples differ significantly at, for

example, p \ 0.01 if the corresponding intervals do not

overlap).
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A glance at Table 4 and Fig. 2a and b reveals that all

relationships—with the exception of the mathematics stu-

dents’ mean PCK score of 19.7—were in the range of our

expectations. The PCK scores of students majoring in

mathematics appear so striking, however, that they deserve

to be considered separately (see Sect. 3.4.4). Let us first

discuss the other results in terms of their support for the

two hypotheses formulated.

3.4.2 Professional knowledge hypothesis

The grade 13 students in advanced mathematics courses

(sample 4) and the biology/chemistry teachers (sample 2)

showed comparable levels of PCK (9.7 and 7.6,

respectively; see Fig. 2a), well below the level reached by

the mathematics teachers (sample 1; 18.6). The two sam-

ples differed in terms of CK; however, with the school

students scoring somewhat higher than the biology/chem-

istry teachers (2.6 and 0.4, respectively; see Fig. 2b). This

result can be attributed to the curriculum-oriented con-

ceptualization of CK in COACTIV. As expected, the

mathematics students’ (sample 3) performance on the test

of CK (8.6) was comparable to that of the GY teachers

(8.5). This result is basically in line with Shulman’s (1987)

assertion: ‘‘We expect that the subject matter understand-

ing of the teacher be at least equal to that of his or her lay

colleague, the mere subject matter major’’ (p. 8). A glance

at Fig. 2a reveals that samples 1GY, 1NGY, 3, and 5 do have

Table 4 PCK and CK: means M (and standard deviations SD) for all samples

Sample no. N Pedagogical content

knowledge (PCK)

Content knowledge (CK)

M (SD) M (SD)

1 198 COACTIV 2004 teachers 18.6 (5.6) 5.9 (3.4)

1GY 85 COACTIV 2004 teachers (GY) 21.0 (5.3) 8.5 (2.3)

1NGY 113 COACTIV 2004 teachers (NGY) 16.8 (5.1) 4.0 (2.8)

2 16 Biology/chemistry teachers (GY) 7.6 (2.5) 0.4 (0.6)

3 137 Students majoring in mathematics (end of university education) 19.7 (5.1) 8.6 (3.0)

4 30 GY school students (in advanced grade 13 mathematics courses) 9.7 (5.6) 2.6 (2.3)

5 90 GY mathematics teacher candidates (end of university education) 18.2 (5.0) 6.6 (2.8)
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Fig. 2 PCK and CK scores of all samples considered in the construct validation study (rank-ordered according to PCK score). The error bars
represent 95% confidence intervals
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‘‘deep’’ mathematical PCK, whereas samples 2 and 4 do

not. Figure 2b shows a similar pattern of results, with the

NGY teachers showing a relatively low level of perfor-

mance (a finding that can be explained by the structure of

the German teacher education system, see 2.3). Thus far,

the findings are in line with the professional knowledge

hypothesis (with the exception of the mathematics stu-

dents’ performance on PCK, which is discussed below).

Note that, interestingly, the ratio of PCK divided by CK

is within the relatively small range of 2.5–4.2 for all

samples except one: the ratio for the biology/chemistry

teachers is about 19, indicating that this group has an

extraordinarily high level of mathematical PCK in view of

their poor CK. Given that biology/chemistry teachers are

the only contrast population with general pedagogical

knowledge PK, this finding is congruent with Shulman’s

‘‘amalgam’’ hypothesis, which basically states that PK

in combination with CK ‘‘amalgamates’’ to form PCK

(Shulman, 1987). The same argumentation may apply to

some extent to the NGY teachers, who have the second

highest ratio of PCK to CK (namely 4.2). As NGY teachers

are exposed to less CK and more PK in the university-

based phase of their teacher training, it seems that they

draw substantially on their PK to develop PCK (but with-

out fully compensating for their lack of CK).

3.4.3 Growing knowledge hypothesis

Table 5 presents the samples examined in our test of the

growing knowledge hypothesis.

The highest possible level of mathematical PCK and CK

acquired before university entrance can be approximated

by the performance of sample 4. Taking sample 4 as the

starting point and sample 1 as the end point of the process

of teacher professionalization, it is clear from Table 5 that

roughly two-thirds of teacher candidates’ knowledge gains

(in both PCK and CK) can be attributed to their university

training (given that not all teacher candidates attended an

advanced mathematics course, this effect might in fact be

even larger). Because PCK and CK do not show further

improvement with years of classroom practice (Sect.

2.4.3), it may be speculated that the remaining third can be

attributed to the second phase of pre-service training (i.e.,

the 2-year compulsory teaching placement).8 Data from

trainee teachers in their second phase of teacher education

are needed to address this point more specifically. In order

to fill this missing link in Table 5, the COACTIV-R lon-

gitudinal study is currently assessing trainee teachers at

two measurement points in this second phase of teacher

education.

Although we do not yet have test data from teacher

candidates aspiring to teach at other school types (NGY),

we expect their knowledge gains in CK during teacher

training to be less pronounced (the data for qualified NGY

teachers presented in Table 4 suggest an increase from 2.6

to 4.0). Acknowledging the role of CK as a prerequisite for

PCK, their expected gain in PCK (from about 9.7 to 16.8)

is therefore very respectable. Comparison of the increase in

NGY teachers’ PCK and CK (relative to school students;

Fig. 2a vs. Fig. 2b), however, reflects the fact that teacher

education for NGY teachers in Germany focuses more on

PCK than on CK.

An alternative interpretation of the increase depicted in

Table 5, especially in CK, is that some of the items solved

by the GY teachers were simply not feasible for school

students. Interestingly, however, inspection of the data

showed that not a single PCK item and only 1 of the 13 CK

items was not solved by at least one school student. Fur-

thermore, all PCK and CK items could be solved by several

teacher students. In principle, the COACTIV items were

thus within the reach of teacher students and even of very

good school students.

In sum, the data not only support the hypothesis of

continuous improvement of PCK and CK during teacher

training and professionalization, they also give some

indication of the shape of the curve of knowledge growth.

3.4.4 The unexpectedly high PCK scores of students

majoring in mathematics

To understand the unexpectedly high PCK scores of

mathematics students, we first split the PCK scores into the

subfacets of Tasks, Students, and Instruction and contrasted

Table 5 Test of the growing knowledge hypothesis (academic track)

Sample 4 Sample 5 Sample 1 GY

GY school students (in advanced

grade 13 mathematics courses)

GY teacher candidates

(end of university education)

COACTIV GY teachers

CK 2.6 6.6 8.5

? ?

PCK 9.7 18.2 21.0

8 There is some evidence, however, that especially in the first few

years as a fully qualified teacher, professional expertise increases

substantially. Unfortunately, this question cannot be addressed using

the COACTIV data, because we have too few cases at this stage of the

teaching career.
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the mathematics students’ scores with those of the CO-

ACTIV GY teachers (Table 6).

We chose to compare PCK in the samples of GY

teachers and mathematics students because CK can be

assumed to be the same in both groups. As shown in

Table 6, the GY teachers’ advantage in PCK can be

attributed primarily to the ‘‘Instruction’’ subfacet; the

teachers in the academic track scored significantly higher

than the mathematics students on only the Instruction

items, indicating that this subdimension may be a core

aspect of pedagogical content knowledge. Indeed, this is

the most lesson-related subfacet—knowledge on content

and knowledge on students have to be integrated to pro-

duce an interactive teaching decision on how to proceed.

Note, however, that although the GY teachers outper-

formed the mathematics students in terms of PCK, the

mathematics students in turn outperformed both the NGY

teachers and the teacher candidates. Does this mean—to

put it quite simply—that subject matter students should be

recruited for schools, or, alternatively, that teacher training

should be aligned to that of subject matter specialists? Or

does it mean that the PCK test in fact measures something

other than PCK (but what?). Before we answer these

questions, the following issues should be noted:

(1) In contrast to previous pedagogical or psychological

approaches (cf. Ball et al., 2001; Mayer, 2004), our

test of PCK was by definition subject-oriented. A

deep understanding of mathematics should support

teachers’ pedagogical content knowledge substan-

tially (also see Shulman’s, 1986, idea of PCK as an

amalgam of CK and PK).

(2) The mathematics students are a particularly selective

sample. They were recruited in selected universities

and participation was voluntary. It can be assumed

that the students who chose to participate expected to

be able to solve the ‘‘pedagogical content knowledge’’

items they had been told would be administered.

(3) Students majoring in mathematics generally have

slightly higher cognitive abilities (IQ) than teacher

candidates. However, statistically adjusting for this

difference (which can be roughly approximated by

the participants’ Abitur grades; see Baron-Boldt,

Schuler, & Funke, 1988) did not make a substantial

difference to the results (the average Abitur grade

[GPA] of mathematics students was 1.8; that of the

teacher candidates was 2.0; Abitur grades are calcu-

lated on a scale of 1.0–6.0, with 1.0 being a perfect

score and 4.0 being the pass mark).

(4) Teachers and teacher candidates outperformed math-

ematics students in the geometry items. Geometry

plays a major role in schools, but only a minor role at

university. Although the COACTIV tests are curric-

ulum oriented, they are dominated by algebra and

arithmetic; geometry is rather underrepresented (an

issue that will be addressed in future test develop-

ment). Overall, the GY teachers outperformed

mathematics students on the 8 geometry items (both

PCK and CK) with an effect size of d = 0.32.

(5) Our laboratory test does not indicate whether partic-

ipants are actually able to capitalize on their

knowledge in real lessons. The PCK test can only

measure the theoretical competence that participants

might exploit in lessons.

(6) Most importantly, it must be acknowledged that

teachers (and teacher candidates) have all this

knowledge twice: in addition to mathematics, they

study and teach a second subject at the same time.

From this perspective, the teacher candidates’ perfor-

mance relative to that of the subject matter specialists

is quite remarkable. Indeed it seems reasonable to ask

why students majoring in mathematics, who devote

nearly their entire study time to the subject of

mathematics, do not outperform teachers and teacher

candidates (who devote only half of their time to

mathematics) more clearly.

All these aspects suggest that it would not be justified at

all to simply hire subject matter specialists for schools in

the expectation that their content knowledge would auto-

matically enable them to deliver high-quality teaching that

would in turn foster student learning. Rather, the data

support the hypothesis that it is a combination of content

knowledge, general pedagogical knowledge, and the ability

Table 6 Performance in CK and in PCK and its subfacets: comparison of COACTIV GY teachers and students majoring in mathematics

COACTIV GY teachers

(sample 1GY)

Students majoring in

mathematics (sample 3)

Effect size

M (SD) M (SD) d

Content knowledge (CK) 8.5 (2.3) 8.6 (3.0) -0.03

Pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) 21.0 (5.3) 19.7 (5.1) 0.26

Tasks 7.5 (2.3) 7.1 (1.6) 0.19

Students 5.8 (1.8) 6.0 (1.8) -0.08

Instruction 7.8 (2.7) 6.6 (3.0) 0.40*

* p \ 0.01
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to actually apply this knowledge in the classroom that

accounts for teachers’ effectiveness.

3.5 Corresponding findings of the Michigan group and

the MT21 project group

In Sect. 2.2.3, we introduced the tests on the professional

knowledge of mathematics teachers developed by the

Michigan group and the MT21 project group, comparing

them with the COACTIV tests at a theoretical level. In the

following, we consider the empirical findings of the

Michigan group and the MT21 project group, highlighting

commonalities and differences with our construct valida-

tion study (Sect. 3.4).

3.5.1 The Michigan group

Similarly to the COACTIV group (Baumert et al., 2008),

Hill et al., (2005) have verified the effects of teacher

knowledge on student learning, thus providing strong val-

idation of their instruments. Given that the two samples

investigated (elementary teachers vs. secondary mathe-

matics teachers) differed considerably in terms of their

mathematical expertise, this demonstrates that the over-

lapping conceptual paths taken by the Michigan group

(MTK) and by COACTIV (PCK) seem to tap the core

business of teaching, regardless of the grade specified.

A whole issue of Measurement (Vol. 5, No. 2–3, 2007)

further addresses the validity of the Michigan group’s tests.

Hill, Dean, and Goffney (2007) presented a selection of their

items to non-teachers and to mathematicians. However, they

were not so much interested in the percentages of correct

answers to their multiple choice items as in the participants’

way of thinking. They thus interviewed their respondents

after testing them to obtain data on the participants’ rea-

soning. In the case of their PCK items (‘‘students and

content’’), they analyzed these a posteriori think-aloud

protocols in terms of whether participants referred explicitly

to their knowledge on students’ thinking or argued in purely

mathematical terms. Interestingly, non-teachers and math-

ematicians were much more likely to base their response

solely on mathematical knowledge. For example, only 1.5%

of the mathematicians mentioned students’ thinking; in the

teacher sample, in contrast, 41% of participants justified

their choice by reference to students’ thinking.

These findings confirm two issues raised in the context

of COACTIV. First, it is difficult to develop items that tap

PCK alone, given that CK seems to be one route to PCK.

Second, there is another, very teacher-specific route to

PCK that is not strictly mathematical. Alonzo (2007)

writes: ‘‘While some researchers have posited that subject

matter knowledge is a pre-requisite for PCK (e.g., van

Driel, Verloop, & Vos, 1998), Magnusson, Krajcik, &

Borko (1999) propose multiple pathways to developing

PCK: teachers with strong subject matter knowledge and

those with strong general pedagogical knowledge each

build upon their existing knowledge to construct PCK.’’

The latter view is consistent with the findings of Hill et al.,

(2007) and with the performance of biology/chemistry

teachers and NGY teachers on the PCK test in the CO-

ACTIV construct validation study.

3.5.2 The MT21 study

The MT21 study investigated three large samples of

mathematics teacher candidates in Germany at different

stages of their training: at the beginning and the end of the

first phase (university) and during the second phase (2-year

teaching placement) (Blömeke, Kaiser, & Lehmann, 2008).

How do the MT21 results and the COACTIV results

compare? First, a latent correlation of 0.81 was found

between PCK and CK in the MT21 sample of 878 teacher

candidates, surprisingly close to the latent correlation of

0.79 found in the COACTIV sample (Krauss et al., 2008a).

This finding again demonstrates that there seems to be an

essential, but not complete, overlap between PCK and CK

(which seems to be independent of the details of test

conceptualization).

The performances of the three MT21 samples are par-

ticularly interesting in the present context. The COACTIV

construct validation data suggest a relatively steep increase

in teacher knowledge from the beginning to the end of

university training, followed by a more modest increase in

the second phase, and stagnation after qualification. In the

MT21 study, the sample of students at the end of their

university training is directly comparable with the corre-

sponding COACTIV sample (sample 5). Relative to

COACTIV, however, the three MT21 samples cover a

rather shorter period in an aspiring mathematics teacher’s

career. Whereas the three MT21 samples cover the period

from the beginning of university training to teaching

practice in schools (second phase of teacher education), the

COACTIV analysis extends from grade 13 to practicing

teachers. Very interestingly, the MT21 data nevertheless

reflect the knowledge growth curve suggested by the CO-

ACTIV data; the authors report that the MT21 data also

suggest that the great majority of both PCK and CK is

acquired at university, with a more modest increase during

the second phase of teacher training (for details, see Blö-

meke, Kaiser, Schwarz et al., 2008, p. 146).

This theoretical and empirical correspondence for Ger-

man samples in the findings of the COACTIV and MT21

groups (which worked fully independently) not only sup-

ports the validity of the underlying constructs of PCK and

CK, but also gives reason to hope that key findings might

prove to be generally replicable.
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4 Summary

In COACTIV, PCK was conceptualized as knowledge of

explanations and representations, knowledge of students’

thinking, and knowledge of multiple solutions to mathe-

matical tasks. CK was conceptualized as deep background

knowledge of school-level mathematics. What can be

concluded about the validity of these constructs?

The COACTIV data provided first evidence of the

validity of the constructs (Sect. 2.4). For instance, we

found differences in CK across school types that were in

line with the differences in university training provided

for teacher candidates aspiring to teach at the academic

track or elsewhere. The lack of positive correlations

between teacher knowledge and years of classroom

experience may at first seem surprising, but the delib-

erate practice theory of expertise development (Ericsson

et al., 1993) provides an explanation for this finding. It

must be acknowledged, however, that this finding con-

tradicts other theories that attribute teachers’ expertise

development to their practical classroom experience

(Hashweh, 2005). It is conceivable, however, that rou-

tines and automatizations are developed during classroom

practice that enable teachers to access and apply their

knowledge more rapidly and efficiently (e.g., Hiebert

et al., 2002).

External correlations with teachers’ subjective beliefs on

mathematics and on the learning of mathematics show that

knowledgeable teachers reject the views that mathematics

is just a toolbox and that mathematics can best be learned

by careful listening. As expected, these expert teachers

view mathematics rather as a process and believe that it

should be learned by means of self-determined active dis-

covery (including reflecting on one’s errors, etc.).

Moreover, results of structural equation modeling show

that PCK, mediated by aspects of the lesson, supports

student learning (Baumert et al., 2006, 2008). A solid basis

of CK, in turn, appears to facilitate the construction of PCK

(Krauss et al., 2008b). These findings are perfectly in line

with the theoretical roles usually attributed to CK and

PCK.

When contrast populations were administered the CO-

ACTIV tests in an extra construct validation study (Sect.

3), all but one of the patterns of results was in accordance

with previously formulated hypotheses (the professional

knowledge hypothesis and the growing knowledge

hypothesis). Grade 13 students enrolled in advanced

mathematics courses and biology/chemistry teachers per-

formed poorly on the tests of both CK and PCK;

mathematics teacher candidates performed better than the

grade 13 students but worse than the COACTIV teachers.

Students majoring in mathematics performed expectedly

well on the CK items but also surprisingly well on the PCK

items, a finding that may be attributable to several factors

(e.g., selectivity of the sample or underrepresentation of

geometry items). However, our data did not fully support

Shulman’s (1987) claim that ‘‘pedagogical content

knowledge is the category most likely to distinguish the

understanding of the content specialist from that of the

pedagogue’’ (p. 8). Although it is important to note in this

context that teacher candidates are trained to teach two

subjects, these findings may indicate that very strong sub-

ject matter competence can indeed be one route to

pedagogical content knowledge (see also GY teachers).

Yet, at the same time, there seems to be another, teacher-

specific route to PCK: both the NGY teachers and the

biology and chemistry teachers in the COACTIV sample

attained relatively good PCK scores with poor mathemat-

ical CK. Taken together, these findings are in line with

Shulman’s view of PCK as amalgam of CK and PK. Future

research is needed to investigate the specific conditions and

processes of their possible mutual compensation.

Remarkably, although there was no collaboration

between the COACTIV, MT21, and Michigan groups there

is strong theoretical consensus on the key ingredients of

pedagogical content knowledge. In particular, either

explicitly or implicitly, all groups considered knowledge of

explaining the subject and of students’ thinking as crucial

aspects of PCK. These two ingredients thus seem to be

universally accepted as the core of mathematics teachers’

pedagogical content knowledge.

Although all three groups could separate PCK and CK

empirically, a deep connection between both knowledge

categories was found. However, it is conceivable that all

three groups’ efforts to construct items tapping ‘‘pure’’

PCK have not yet proved successful and that new

approaches must be taken to construct PCK items that are

not ‘‘contaminated’’ by CK (e.g., by using video clips to

increase ecological validity).

The results for the three samples investigated in the

context of the growing knowledge hypothesis are in

line with corresponding results from MT21. There seems to

be a steep increase in knowledge (both PCK and CK)

during university training and then a more gentle increase

during the second phase of teacher training (2-year com-

pulsory teaching placement). In sum, conceptual overlap

and parallel results indicate the mutual validity of the

knowledge constructs developed in the related projects.

However, one varying detail must be mentioned. CO-

ACTIV also investigated PCK in terms of knowledge of

tasks. Note that this subfacet of PCK is not a hidden facet

of CK; in fact, it has the lowest correlation with CK of all

three subfacets of PCK (see Krauss et al., 2008b; Krauss

et al., 2008a). Rather, this subfacet fits conceptually and

psychometrically into COACTIV’s PCK approach and can

thus be considered theoretical progress. One participant’s
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exceptional score of 37 on the PCK test (the highest score

in our COACTIV sample, which is more than 3 standard

deviations above the average) demonstrates the real and

substantial scope for improving teacher performance and

gives rise to the hope that more teachers can in future be

trained to comparable levels, which will substantially

benefit their students’ learning.

Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of the

Creative Commons Attribution Noncommercial License which per-

mits any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction in any

medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.

Appendix: Sample items and responses scoring 1 for the

COACTIV tests on PCK and CK

Knowledge 
Category 
(Subscale) 

Sample Item Sample response (scoring 1) 

PCK 
Task 

How does the surface area of a square change 
when the side length is tripled? Show your 
reasoning. 

Please note down as many different ways of 
solving this problem as possible. 

Algebraic response        
Area of original square: a2

Area of new square is then (3a)2 = 9a2; 
i.e., 9 times the area of the original square. 

Geometric response
Nine times the area of the original square     

PCK 
Student 

  
The area of a parallelogram can be calculated 
by multiplying the length of its base by its 
altitude. 

  

Please sketch an example of a parallelogram to 
which students might fail to apply this formula. 

Note: The crucial aspect to be covered in 
this teacher response is that students might 
run into problems if the foot of the altitude 
is outside a given parallelogram. 

PCK 
Instruction

A student says: I don’t understand why 

                          ( ) ( ) =1−1−1 ⋅

Please outline as many different ways as possible 
of explaining this mathematical fact to your stu-
dent. 

  

The “permanence principle,” although it 
does not prove the statement, is one way 
to illustrate the logic behind the 
multiplication of two negative numbers: 

                 3     (–1) = –3 
       2   (–1) = –2   
 1   (–1) = –1  

 0   (–1) =   0 
   (–1)  (–1) =  1 

  (–2)  (–1) =  2 

CK 
Is it true that 0.999999....  =  1  ? 

Please give detailed reasons for your answer. 

One possibility: Let 0.999… = a  

Then  10a = 9.99…, hence,  
  10a – a   = 9.99… – 0.999…
      
        9a                     9 
Therefore a = 1; hence, the statement is 
true 

3aa

+1 

altitude

base

–1 
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